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About Us

SYREFL Holdings Sdn Bhd

SYREFL Energy Sdn Bhd
(formerly known as Flex
Engineering Services Sdn Bhd)

SYREFL Builders
Sdn Bhd
(formerly known as Revolt
Engineering)

We Are SYREFL
SYREFL Holdings Sdn Bhd is a
reputable group of companies that
delivers world-class and one-stop
Total Building Solutions in Malaysia.

Our Story
Our story begins with the establishment of Revolt
Engineering in 2011, positioning ourselves as an
engineering and construction services provider.
As we have continued to grow, we diversified our
services and client profiles, incorporating Flex
Engineering in June 2017. In 2018, we took a carefully
calculated move by structuring our subsidiaries

Our core business operations consist of three major
segments, which are Energy Efficiency Solutions (EES),
Building Technology Expert (BTE) and Building Facilities
Services (BFS). The company comprises two wholly
owned subsidiaries, namely SYREFL Energy Sdn Bhd
and SYREFL Builders Sdn Bhd, with each subsidiary
handling the respective major segment.

under one roof, namely SYREFL Holdings Sdn Bhd. Today,
our valued clients come from various sectors, including
construction, utilities, hospitality and manufacturing.
Our counsel and creations are the testaments of our
proven track record, and we will continue to remain
true to our business’s foundation and aspiration in
terms of practices and delivery.
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We Are Your
Trusted Partner

Attentive Approach,
Innovative Solution

Professionalism with A
Personal Touch

At SYREFL, we always believe that

We pay great attention to details in

At SYREFL, our engineering services

rests on a vital fulcrum, trust. In

no two projects are alike, we ensure

level

a successful business relationship

line with our core values, we strive
to provide engineering solutions of
the highest quality to our valued

clients. Riding on this principle

has enabled us to build a trusted
relationship
clients

and

with

our

acquire

valued

numerous

commissions and return clients.

Our
Milestones

every project that we undertake. As
that

every

project

is meticulously examined, from
conception,
conclusion.

execution

This

to

approach

the

has

enabled us to deliver innovative

solutions that fulfil all requirements
and
to

expectations

your

business

personal preference.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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requirement

according

needs

and

are rendered with the highest
of

professionalism

responsibility.
ensure

that

Concurrently,

our

and
we

collaboration

with our valued clients will bear
not only fruitful outcomes but also
a rewarding personal experience.
This approach is in line with our
policy to maintain an effective

after-sales service with our valued
clients.

2011

Incorporation of Revolt Engineering

Jun 2017

Incorporation of Flex Engineering Services Sdn Bhd

Dec 2017
The conjunction of Revolt Engineering Sdn Bhd
and Flex Engineering Services Sdn Bhd

Feb 2018

Incorporation of SYREFL Holdings Sdn Bhd

Dec 2018

Rebranding of Revolt Engineering as SYREFL
Builders Sdn Bhd

Dec 2018

Renaming Flex Engineering Services Sdn Bhd as
SYREFL Energy Sdn Bhd

Vision & Missions
Vision
To deliver global, worldclass engineering services.

Missions
We are determined to be a onestop solution for all engineering
needs, which empower the
best of quality in products
and services. We promote
total innovative solutions to
ensure that the outcome is
accomplished with the best
customer satisfaction in place.

Our Core Values
As a responsible corporate citizen, we are defined by our core values, upon which our

business and its behaviour are based. They are principles that guide our internal affairs and
relationship with all stakeholders. We strongly believe that they are the key drivers for our

people to achieve great results, towards accomplishing our Vision and Missions. Above all, we
pledge to uphold and practise these values in every aspect of our business operation.

Trust

Ownership

Responsibility
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Ahmad Zaki Baharuddin
Sales & Marketing Manager
Mr Zaki has over six years of experience in Oil & Gas industries involving Project Management, Project Execution and
Fabrication. He has a Bachelor (Hons) of Electrical Engineering (Engineering Power) from University of Selangor (UNISEL).
His past working experience includes working for Sabah Shell Petroleum & Co (Shell), Integrated Well Services Sdn Bhd, and
Muhibbah Marine Engineering. Also, he has worked as a General Manager for Revolt Engineering and was responsible for
numerous project including Istana Negara project, where he oversaw the overall costing and planning of the project. Since
2016, Mr Zaki has been leading the sales and marketing team of SYREFL, and he is always looking for ways to improve himself
and has attended various courses and training to develop his knowledge further.

Mohammad Khairul Amin Safarin bin Yahya
Engineering Manager
Mohammad Khairul Amin Safarin bin Yahya holds a Bachelor of Electrical (Power)
degree from Universiti Selangor, UNISEL. He began his career as a Technical
Engineer with Infocon Engineering (2009 – 2014). Subsequently, he has held various
positions, from Project Engineer, Senior Project & Technical Engineer to Senior
Commissioning Engineer before joining SYREFL. During his previous employment, he
has led projects of various scales in terms of Project Management and Business
Development. Aside from his extensive managerial and engineering skills, he also
has excellent networking and event coordination skills. Presently, his primary role
in the company is to lead and drive projects, testing and commissioning team for
Building Automation Systems projects.

Mohd Nahar Faiz bin Mohd Nasir
Operation Manager
Mohd Nahar Faiz bin Mohd Nasir holds a Bachelor of Business Administration
(Marketing) degree from Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM). He has worked for the
Malaysian National Cycling Federation for seven years before joining SYREFL. In his
previous employment, Mr Nahar worked as the team coordinator and executive
secretary, including being the assistant to the registrar and admission office
that exposed him to multifaceted clerical tasks. His previous job experience has
equipped him with excellent communication and networking skills, mass event
coordination knowledge and document management skills. He was also a Project
Coordinator for Revolt Engineering and was responsible for one of our portfolios in
Istana Negara Jalan Duta. Presently, Mr Nahar manages the General Administration
and Manpower Resources for SYREFL.

OUR T

A company is as good as its e
and skilled professionals are
getting the job done. Professio
comprehensive depth of expert
to provide our valued clients wit
On a personal level, our team
focused and innovative. Above
utmost professionalism and i
trusted relationship w

Mohd Fitry bin Ismail
Registered Electrical Energy Manager
Mohd Fitry bin Ismail graduated in 2008 with a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering (Power System) from Universiti Malaysia
Pahang. He is a certified Professional in Measurement & Verification and a certified Energy Auditor. Mohd Fitry began his
career as an assistant engineer with Northport (Malaysia) Bhd and subsequently as a senior engineer in power supply,
electrical and maintenance. He has vast experience in developing and managing maintenance plan and activity for
electrical and infrastructure projects. As a certified Energy Auditor, he has conducted numerous audit on projects and
facilities of various scales. Aside from his credentials, he is also equipped with excellent managerial skills to manage both
personnel and projects.
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Muhammad Nasir Alwi Bin Mohd Ali
Engineer
Mr Nasir has a Bachelor (Hons) of Electrical Engineering from University of Selangor (UNISEL). Before forming Flex Engineering
Services Sdn Bhd, Mr Nasir was working as a Project & Sales Manager for SNFOR Sdn Bhd and had a good understanding
of our current competitors’ operations. Due to the nature of his previous work, he has a highly developed interpersonal skill
as he is required to build and foster new relationships while improving and maintaining existing relationships. He is highly
adaptive and flexible as he has taken on many roles before going into sales with Edaran Komersial Sdn Bhd.

Raziman Mazli bin Noutwil
Engineer
Raziman Mazli bin Noutwil holds a Bachelor’s degree in Engineering (Electrical/
Electronics) from Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia. He has over seven years of
working experience in the field of Engineering in various industry such as Printing &
Advertising, Travel & Tours and Electrical Engineering itself. Mr Raziman masters the
art in project coordination including costing, material preparation and labour. He
works well with schedule planning, resource allocation and quality assurance. Also,
his proficiency with the Graphic Design Software has been resourceful as it equips
our organisation with knowledge and skills in design works.

TEAM

exception. Our team of certified
e capable and committed to
onally, we have a diverse and
tise across our major segments
th the most desirable outcome.
m is a pleasure to work with,
e all, our team works with the
is truly capable of building a
with our valued clients.

Muhammad Amirul bin Zulkifli
Engineer
Mohd Amirul bin Zulkifli graduated in 2018 with a Bachelor of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering from Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM). Before joining SYREFL as an
engineer, he began his career as a site engineer with Kemuncak Pesaka (2018
-2019), whereby he was responsible for the supervision and management of work
progress on site.
Presently, his scope of work primarily involves the identification of most appropriate
engineering techniques for substation and liaising with M&E project consultant and
main contractor.

Silhia binti Abdul Majid
Sales Executive
Silhia binti Abdul Majid holds a Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons) in Human Resource Management. Before joining
SYREFL, she began her career as an Administration and Management representative with Pejabat Tanah dan Galian Selangor
(2018 – 2019). At SYREFL, she is responsible for the provision of comprehensive HR functions and maintaining performance
management system and training management system across the group of companies.
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Policy Statement
In an effort to lead a world-class engineering service, we are obliged to serve our customers with
the following keys:

Business Philosophy
Excellence in providing professional quality services on time and within
the budgeted plan.

Developing visibility to generate new business leads.

Maintaining an effective after-sales service with clients.

Implementing and maintaining quality control and assurance policy.

Leveraging expertise from our combined experience into multiple
revenue generation opportunities.

Company Philosophy
Adopt the right mind frame to achieve the best results.

Ensure consistent quality materials/ services input and work output.

Carry out our responsibilities in a professional and complete manner.

Blend in the time-tested approach of traditional conservatism with
technological innovation.

Serve our clients with high productivity and efficiency.

We do nothing that will not benefit those that we transact with.
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Our Services
As a reputable player in the industry, SYREFL offers one-stop Total Building Solutions, specialising in three major

segments, namely Energy Efficiency Solutions (EES), Building Technology Expert (BTE) and Facilities Building
Services (FBS). With each subsidiary handling each major segment, our portfolio of services involves various
sectors including industrial, commercial and residential buildings.

Energy Efficiency Solutions (EES)
As a registered Energy Service Company (ESCO) by the Energy Commission, we provide operational solutions
and counsels that optimise the energy consumption of your facility and improve your bottom line. Through
our analyses, we will help you to identify conservation opportunities and implement IoT-based strategies that

comply with local and international standards and regulations. Aside from energy management solutions, we

also provide a comprehensive evaluation of alternative energy options and help to develop alternative energy
projects of various scales

Energy Management
•

•

•

Energy & Asset
Performance

ISO 50001 (Energy
Management System)
Certification
EMEER 2008 Registered
Electrical Energy Manager
(REEM) Service
IoT Based Energy
Management & Monitoring

•
•
•

Energy Performance
Contract (EPC)

Energy Efficiency
•
•

Power Quality Analysis
Condition Based
Maintenance
Partial Discharge
Analysis

Energy Audit
Invesment Grade Audit

•
•
•

Guaranteed Saving
Shared Saving
Supply Contract

Alternative Energy
•
•
•

Renewable Energy
Green Energy
Sustainable Energy
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Building Technology Expert (BTE)
With BTE services, we strive to help our valued clients with every aspect of their building automation system. Our

automation system solutions are practical and scalable so that they can be adjusted to your present business
operation and future business objectives. BTE consists of two(2) key services, namely Building Automation System
(BAS) and Integrated Building Management System (IBMS)

BUILDING
AUTOMATION
SYSTEM (BAS)

Lighting
HVAC
Air quality control
Energy management
Elevators and escalators
Building condition monitoring
Power monitoring

Integrated Building
Management
System (IBMS)
Building Automation System
Building Security System
Fire Fighting System
Power Monitoring System
Energy Management System
Facilities Management System
Parking Management System

Service and Maintenance

Office Management System

Utilities Management

Visitor Management System
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DERAGAO CONSULTANT COMPANY

Building Facilities Services (BFS)
It is imperative that a building or facility undergoes proper maintenance to ensure the built environment performs
the intended functions for which it was designed and constructed. Moreover, every organisation is required by
law to ensure its facilities are well-maintained, and the law is in place to protect the health and safety of the
employees and occupants. Above all, your building is not only a piece of structure but also a substantial financial
investment that will serve comfort, safety and returns in the long run.

At SYREFL, our Building Facilities Services (BFS) serve the above purposes. Under BFS, we specialise in the

provision of New Proposal, Design and Upgrading of your building facilities. Also, we provide general repairs and
maintenance to building systems that best fit your business operations. Through our counsel, we offer you costeffective strategies that smoothen the running and maintenance of your facilities.

BUILDING LIGHTING
SYSTEM
ELECTRICAL
PROTECTION SYSTEM

INFRASTRUCTURE

BUILDING SECURITY
SYSTEM

MATV

LANDSCAPE

BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION
& RENOVATION
COMMERCIAL
CLEANING

INTERIOR
DESIGN

HVAC
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Our Key Projects
At SYREFL, we have a proven track record of delivering top-notch engineering solutions in the energy and
construction sector. Our creations and counsels are the testaments of our capabilities, allowing us to acquire
numerous commissions from our valued clients.

1. Building Management System Upgrade to
Suit Green Building Index (GBI) Requirement
at Petronas Twin Towers

Malaysia’s Green Building Index (GBI) is one of

the world’s top 3 green certifications of choice. To

achieve this, we help our client to integrate systems
and applications to gain comprehensive business

intelligence, assuring data consistency across all
systems. We also provided a purpose-built solution
to help them maximise uptime and efficiency, and

IoT energy consumption monitoring system, allowing

real-time tracking of power consumption for multiple
devices.

• System Migration & Integration Works

• Power Monitoring Expert (PME) System

• Energy Consumption Monitoring System
• Daylighting for OLARS

2. Building Maintenance at Istana Negara
Complex

In this project, we had the privilege to provide our

facilities and maintenance services for the nation’s

constitutional monarchy hallmark, Istana Negara. Our
works included the following:
• Interior Design Works
• Electrical Works

• Landscape Works
• Civil Works
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3. Global Hydro Energy System Installation for
Ulu Slim Hydro Power Plant
Global Hydro is one of the world-leading company in

the field of hydropower plant technology that offers

sustainable package solutions for a plant’s entire life
cycle. In this project, we used the Global Hydro package
solution as part of our Energy Efficiency Solutions,
comprising the following:

• Turbine System Installation
• Control System

• Hydraulic Power Pack System
• Power Distribution

4. MYTV Broadcasting Infrastructure for
Peninsular Malaysia

Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) started transmitting
in 2016, with MYTV as the infrastructure and sole provider
of myFreeview for a 30-year concession period. In

this project, we were commissioned to carry out the

hardware installation and software configuration,

from the installation of the transmitters to cable
management, of the broadcasting infrastructure in
Peninsular Malaysia.

• Hardware Installation

• Software Configuration

5. Building Maintenance & Services for
Traders Hotel, KLCC
Waterproofing protects the structure against water

infiltration, which is imperative for critical mission
facilities such as hospitals or even a five-star hotel.

In this project, we performed roof treatment and

waterproofing system for the hotel. Chiller plant cooling
system is commonly used to maintain consistency

in room temperatures of a hotel. Our task included
retrofitting and maintaining the current chiller plant
room insulation system.
• Roof Treatment

• Waterproofing System

• Chiller Plant Room Insulation System
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Our Clients
Over the years, we have served our valued clients, ranging from early-stage businesses to big corporations in the
country, and we will continue to provide only the best Total Building Solutions to them.
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Our Partners & Supports
We are privileged to forge a successful partnership with some of the country’s leading corporations and we will
continue to leverage our expertise in attracting potential partnerships in the future.

Licenses & Compliances
As a trusted partner of our valued clients, we are certified by the authority and regulatory bodies to conduct and
deliver our businesses and services respectively.
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SYREFL HOLDINGS SDN BHD

Email: 		
Tel:		
Fax:		

info@syrefl.com
+603 2716 6864
+603 3885 2264

SYREFL Holdings Sdn Bhd

SYREFL Energy Sdn Bhd

Lorong Dato Yusuf Shahbudin 44E/KS07,

Lorong Dato Yusuf Shahbudin 44E/KS07, Lorong Dato Yusuf Shahbudin 44E/KS07,

WISMA SYREFL, No. 9-1

Taman Sentosa, 41200 Klang,
Selangor, Malaysia.

WISMA SYREFL, No. 9-2A

Taman Sentosa, 41200 Klang,
Selangor, Malaysia.

SYREFL Builders Sdn Bhd
WISMA SYREFL, No. 9-2B

Taman Sentosa, 41200 Klang,
Selangor, Malaysia.

